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Development of a Multi-Camera
System for Tomography in Beam 
Diagnostics

- Install a ruler into the center of the detector

- Determine the focus point for sharp image

- Get mm/px Scaling 

Embedded visual systems in industry lead to

advancements of single board computers and single

board cameras. Due to the lower power con-

sumption and high flexibility of these miniature

devices, a multi-camera system can be developed

more effectively. A prototype of a beam-induced

residual gas fluorescence monitor (BIF) has been

developed and successfully tested at the Institute of

Applied Physics (IAP) of the Goethe University

Frankfurt [1]. This BIF is based on a single-board

camera inserted into the vacuum. The previous

promising results led to the development of a

multicamera system with 10 cameras. One of the

advantages of such a system is the small form factor,

allowing this detector to be integrated within the

vacuum and in regions that are difficult to access.

The overall goal is to study the beam with

tomography algorithms at a low energy beam

transport section. We hope to reconstruct an arbitrary

beam profile intensity distribution without assuming

a Gaussian beam.

Introduction

• Get all cameras parallel into operation

✓ Usage of a USB hub and its power management 

system

Challenges
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Tomopy Software Toolbox [2]
• Python based Software called Tomopy was 

used for reconstruction

Algebraic Reconstruction 

Techniques (ART) [3]
• The ART algorithm was developed for 

tomography reconstruction from limited 

profiles

Optical thin object
• Its not possible doing tomography of Solid 

object with optical camera

• But ion beam is optical thin object so 

tomography is possible

- Install a calibration wire 

- Wire must be reflective for best object to 

background ratio

- Get center of beam axis

- All cameras have aberrations in field of 

view and perspective 

- Matching images through affine 

transformation

• Retrieve Data and control cameras

✓ Install edge device as wireless access point and 

control unit

• Calibration

✓ Get Scaling

✓ Get center of beam axis

✓ Matching each camera field of view

• Tomographic Reconstruction 

✓ Image preprocessing

✓ Choose tomography algorithm

✓ Postprocessing of reconstructed image
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